TROUBLE-FREE RECORD CHANGER

IMPORTANT: Remove all packing material.
A. Unlock control arm by pressing down at the top rear near the housing and rotate the front free end towards the center of the turntable.
B. Release tone arm clip.

INSTRUCTIONS

AUTOMATIC OPERATION
1. TO LOAD: Raise control arm fully, from rear, and swing to right. Stack up to six records, place control arm on stack.
2. TO SELECT SPEEDS: Set lever at left to correct speed—16, 33, 45 or 78 rpm.
3. TO SELECT RECORD SIZE: Move size selector knob to the (12) (10) or (7) position for record size.
4. TO SELECT STYLUS: Turn stylus selector to LP for all records except 78 rpm.
5. TO START: Move right lever fully to REJ; hold, then release as turntable starts.
6. TO REJECT RECORD Move the starting lever to REJ and release.

MANUAL OPERATION
Lift control arm fully, swing to right. Place record on turntable, return arm to left. Select speed and stylus, move starting lever to MANUAL, place stylus in groove. Shut-off is automatic.

SUGGESTIONS
If tone arm stays on rest as record turns, push starting lever fully to REJ. If lever is turned to OFF during changing cycle, control arm will lock; release by rotating turntable clockwise by hand.

EASY TO ADJUST (See illustration above)
This changer has been accurately pre-adjusted for correct stylus setdown, stylus pressure and tone arm height. If new adjustments should ever be needed, make them with a 12” record; then position will be correct for all sizes.

STYLUS SETDOWN: Adjust with setdown screw to start 1/8” from record edge. STYLUS PRESSURE: (Tubular Type) Turn Stylus Pressure Adjusting screw clockwise to reduce stylus pressure; counter-clockwise to increase pressure. (Flat Type Arm) Lengthen or shorten balance spring position in spring anchor.

TONE ARM HEIGHT: To raise, hold plastic nut firmly and turn screw head by hand counter-clockwise; to lower, turn screw head clockwise. Adjust stylus to clear a full stack of records by 1/8”. TO REMOVE TURNTABLE: Remove C-clip, lift carefully.

TRANSIT INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Lock tone arm in support rest and tie with string.
2. Lock control arm by depressing the end near the housing and rotate the free end to the right until it locks.

Use flat BSR PS925 adaptor spindle to play 45 rpm records.
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